
1920s: The Search for Peace 



Postwar Europe 

 Rise of unstable, new 
democracies 
◦ Much of Europe was 

inexperienced in self-
government! 

◦ Eastern Europe lacked a 
strong educated middle 
class to fill gov’t positions! 

 Rise of political parties 
◦ Failure of coalition 

governments weakened 
strong democratic 
leadership 

 Created a void for 
authoritarian leaders to 
fill 



Allies Drift Apart 

 Britain – Realized that 
German economic 
failure would cause its 
own downfall 
◦ Who said this? 

 USA – Wanted nothing 
to do with European 
affairs 

 France – Felt 
increasingly isolated, 
and continued to 
demand harsh treatment 
of Germany 
◦ Developed alliances with 

Eastern European nations 

 



America helps push Germany 

into Inflation 
 Britain and France 

owed US $10 billion 

 Two ways to pay off: 
◦ Selling goods to US 

◦ Collect reparations 
from Germany 

 Fordney-McCumber 
Tariff 
◦ Raised taxes on 

imports to 60% 

◦ Britain and France had 
no choice but to take 
money from Germany 
and give it to America 

 



Inflation in the Weimar Republic 

 To make its 

payments, Germany 

just printed… 

 …and printed 

 …and printed money 

 Value of loaf of 

bread in marks 

◦ 1918 – Less than 1 

◦ 1922 – More than 160 

◦ 1923 – 200 billion 



The Occupation of the Ruhr 

 Cause: In 1922, 
Germany refused to 
make any more 
payments 

 What: Through military 
force, collect 
reparations IN KIND 
from Germany’s main 
industrial region 

 Result: German 
passive resistance put 
more financial 
pressure on Weimar 
gov’t…so it continued 
to print money!!!!!!! 



Destabilizing Effect of German 

Inflation 
 Many Germans grew 

resentful and placed 
blame on numerous 
scapegoats 

 Unsuccessful 
communist uprisings 
appear in 1923 

 Hitler leads his 
unsuccessful 
Beerhall Revolution 
of Nazis in Munich in 
1923 



German Recovery 

 Moderate gov’t of 
Gustave Streseman 
◦ Accepted compromise 

with the French 

◦ Issued new temporary 
currency to stabilize the 
economy 

 1924 - Dawes Plan 
◦ US banks gave Germany 

an initial $200 million loan 

◦ Created a better 
reparations repayment 
schedule 

◦ Opened the door to US 
investment within Europe 

 By 1929, Germany was 
producing 50% more 
than it had before the 
war! 



French and British Recovery 

 France 
◦ Coalition gov’ts fixed the 

economy and rebuilt 
war-torn regions 

 Britain 
◦ Unemployment 

remained high 
throughout 1920s 

◦ Rise of British Labour 
Party 
 Evolutionary Socialists 

 Helped keep standard of 
living high during 
economic crisis 

 Kept social tensions low 
as social equality 
continued to grow after the 
war 



Years of Cautious Optimism 

 “Spirit of Locarno” 

◦ 1925 – Germany and 
France settled boundary 
disputes once and for all 
and agreed to never fight 
each other again 

 1926 – Germany joins 
the League of Nations 

 1928 - Kellogg-Briand 
Pact 

◦ Renunciation of war 

◦ No means of 
enforcement though 

 


